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The International Exchanges on the Study of Writing Series publishes book-length manuscripts that address worldwide perspectives on writing, writers, teaching with writing, and scholarly writing practices, specifically those that draw on scholarship across national and disciplinary borders to challenge parochial understandings of all of the above. The series aims to examine writing activities in 21st-century contexts, particularly how they are informed by globalization, national identity, social networking, and increased cross-cultural communication and awareness. As such, the series strives to investigate how both the local and the international inform writing research and the facilitation of writing development. This recently announced series is now accepting proposals.

The WAC Clearinghouse, Colorado State University Open Press, and CREM (Centre de Recherche sur les Médiations, Université de Lorraine, Metz, France) are collaborating so that this book and its companion volume, Recherches en écriture: Regards Pluriels, are widely available through free digital distribution and in a low-cost print edition. The publishers and the Series editors are committed to the principle that knowledge should freely circulate. We see the opportunities that new technologies have for further democratizing knowledge. And we see that to share the power of writing is to share the means for all to articulate their needs, interest, and learning into the great experiment of literacy.

OTHER BOOKS IN THE SERIES
Lisa R. Arnold, Anne Nebel, & Lynne Ronesi (Eds.), Emerging Writing Research from the Middle East-North Africa Region (2017)
Theresa Lillis, Kathy Harrington, Mary R. Lea, & Sally Mitchell (Eds.), Working with Academic Literacies: Case Studies Towards Transformative Practice (2015)
The WAC Clearinghouse supports teachers of writing across the disciplines. Hosted by Colorado State University, and supported by the Colorado State University Open Press, it brings together scholarly journals and book series as well as resources for teachers who use writing in their courses. This book is available in digital formats for free download at wac.colostate.edu.

CREM (Centre de Recherche sur les Médiations) addresses social, cultural, artistic, and technological changes, exploring the processes and forms of mediation which interpret and give meaning to them. Drawing researchers from a wide range of disciplines, including the information and communication sciences, language sciences, French language and literature, and the sciences of art as well as English and Anglo-Saxon, Arabic, Germanic and Romance languages and literatures, anthropology, and sociology. CREM is based at the Université de Lorraine in Metz, France, but includes researchers from other French and foreign academic institutions. CREM was a sponsor of the Writing Research Across Borders III conference in Paris. Learn more about CREM at http://crem.univ-lorraine.fr.
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